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EXPERIENCE at work

INFUSION DESIGN was founded in 1997 on one basic principle. Develop the highest quality products for the most discerning of 
clientele – without exception.

Although camping has been around since the dawn of time, the industry has skyrocketed to the mainstream in recent years. 2020 
saw an unprecedented rise in the sale of equipment, merchandise and overcrowding of camping venues worldwide. While this boom 
has given rise to the awareness of “being one with nature”, it has done little to push the industry forward. 

Development of CAMPINAWE has been a little over a year’s journey on the shoulders of decades of experience. The goal was 
to raise the bar and bring a new level of manufacturing to the industry with unsurpassed comfort and user experience. Although 
INFUSION’s heritage is in designing and outfi tting luxury aircraft interiors, we are no stranger to the RV industry. We have served 
select clientele in this market for over 20 years and truly understanding the needs of people over land, in the air and on the water. 

INFUSION’s vast and wide-ranging experience integrates aviation precision with the ruggedness of off -road vehicles, high-volume 
production and custom craftsmanship. We believe that unparalleled solutions at a fair price transcend all and that the devil is in the 
details (dog music as we call it). With this in mind; we have considered every detail, included every feature and believe that each and 
every one of us deserve the right to Camp In Awe. 
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INNOVATION like no other

CAMPINAWE has been designed to integrate the highest level of quality, craftsmanship and performance. At its core, each exterior panel 
is a custom composite structure with a chemically treated aluminum exterior, structural layers and a core of foam insulation. The chemically 
treated aluminum provides outstanding resistance to sunlight, UV, chemical resistance and abrasion. Panel temperature ratings range from 
-40 to 250 degrees (F) for unmatched performance in the harshest of environments. The construction and assembly of CAMPINAWE is 
truly unique and outperforms traditional methods. Each and every panel is integrated to off er a fully monocoque design with unsurpassed 
strength and rigidity. All of this with the utmost attention to detail in user space, amenities, equipment and fi nishes. 

It all starts with a 3500 pound axle on our custom 11 gauge all steel balanced 
chassis construction. Combine this will All Terrain Tires on Mod Steel Wheels, 
Adjustable Hitch Assembly, Auxiliary Receiver (for customer supplied gear 
and rack systems), Dual Rear Manual Leveling Jacks, a Full Sized Matching 
Spare and Tools with our Torsion Axle Suspension and you get a true 18.5” + of 
Clearance with everything you need anywhere you want to go.
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because QUALITY matters

Every CAMPINAWE is hand assembled with both chemical and mechanical 
attachments to ensure perfection. Our inspection process provides 
reinforcement that there are no hidden defects and that when you take 
delivery – our professional team stands behind each and every CAMPINAWE 
to protect your investment. 

color way shown - ATOMIC RED

Every decision involved in the design, development and production of CAMPINAWE all 
comes down to our people. Just like the thought that went into every detail, just as much 
care continues to go into building our team. Throughout every aspect of the company, we 
continue to strive to be the best in everything we do.

With this philosophy, nothing is spared. All interior components are from the fi nest of clear 
face solid sustainable plywood to provide unparalleled beauty and strength. Every panel 
(inside and out) is programmed and precision CNC cut to ensure tight tolerances and 
uniformity. Every joint is tight and every panel is straight. In every aspect, CAMPINAWE is 
the most evolved camping experience on the planet!

I BELIEVE

by INFUSION DESIGN
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FLEXIBILITY 
to be who you are

Every CAMPINAWE tells a story. Let us help you tell 
YOURS! Customize your graphics with packages 
ranging from color selection to custom quarter, band and 
wrap applications. 

Regardless of your lifestyle, CAMPINAWE has built in endless fl exibility to allow you 
to make the experience your own. The interior features 25.5 cubic feet of dedicated 
compartmentalized storage, coat closet, storage cabinet and open storage for all the 
gear you could ever imagine. Outfi t the rear galley with your favorite cookware to prepare 
gourmet meals or use the space to pack away those amenities you want right next to 
the campfi re or along the stream’s edge. For those trips where you need a little more, 
simply attach your bike rack or cargo platform to the auxiliary forward receiver and load 
it up. If that’s not enough, the optional roof rack lets you add storage for 2 kayaks or 
extended cargo for longer trips. Whatever your desire, CAMPINAWE provides endless 
opportunities for bringing along everything you need and more importantly, exactly what 
you want.

color way shown - GREEN GALAXY

Inside and out, CAMPINAWE is designed to 
meet your needs. Whatever your lifestyle, 
bring everything you need and go where you 
want to go!
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COMFORT where it counts

At its foundation, CAMPINAWE was designed to withstand the most 
rugged environments, perform like no other at highway speeds and 
provide the freedom for you to take everything you need and want 
anywhere you want to go. That doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy real 
comfort when you get there... At every point, YOU were the most 
important part of the design! In everything that CAMPINAWE is and 
does, making sure that our customers could sit and sleep comfortably 
and that nothing was overlooked in every aspect of human interaction 
was priority one.

Peace of mind is the other side of camping that most don’t want to 
talk about. Underneath everything you see and touch is the same 
level of consideration. A nearly maintenance free vehicle that fi ts in a 
standard garage that is built so it won’t break is simply unheard of in 
this industry. Next time you go camping, truly enjoy the experience! 

When you camp, it’s OK to enjoy the 
simpler things in life - like sleeping on 
a real mattress. CAMPINAWE provides 
a full size queen and with the oversized 
forward cargo door up front, you 
can simply take it in and out as your 
journeys‘ change.
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Interior under bed
compartmentalized 
storage

Storage
cabinet

Removable 
fl oor liner

Flip-up 
seat and 
cooler 
storage

Rear
galley

Closet

Full size queen bed

FEATURES beyond compare

It’s hard to describe something
that comes with nearly everything and has
been developed to go just about anywhere. It’s like the 
old saying goes… Always make sure to use the right 
tool for the job. Whether your journey takes you to your 
favorite campsite or exploring the unknown, make sure 
to camp in the one vehicle made specifi cally for you, 
your lifestyle, your gear and your path.

We’ll get you there with everything you want to take. It’s 
up to you to choose the right tool for your adventure.

At some point, there’s 
only so much we can say. 
Stop by, step inside and 
take a look  for yourself.  

If you see anything we 
may have missed, don’t 
be shy - we want to hear 
from YOU!
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EQUIPMENT like no other

Standard Features - Included with every CAMPINAWETM

1. Overall Dimensions: 6’11” tall by 7’ wide by 14’10” long (11’10” with hitch 
assembly removed)

2. Interior Dimensions: (Max): 5’ 1” tall by 5’ 1” wide by 11’ long
3. Interior Square Footage: 55.9
4. Dry Weight: 2,000 lbs (2,105 lbs including all standard features and carry on 

equipment listed here)

5. GVWR: 2,990 lbs
6. GAWR: 3,500 lbs
7. Cargo Capacity: 990 lbs (885 lbs including all standard features and carry on 

equipment listed here)

8. User Capacity: Two Adults +
9. Custom Fabricated (All Steel) Balanced Chassis
10. Torsion Axle with Independent Suspension
11. Clearance: 18.5”+ (including all standard features and equipment listed here)

12. Premium Black Mod Steel Wheels with All Terrain Tires 
13. Removable Hitch Assembly with 2” Trailer Ball Receiver and Manual Jack 

Pad Lift
14. Dual Rear Corner Manual Stabilizer Leveling Jacks (for three point leveling)

15. Front Accessory Receiver Hitch (for Customer Supplied auxiliary gear and 
rack systems)

16. Exterior Lighting Package 
17. Under Mount Screw Lift Full Size Matched Spare and Tools
18. Integrated Entry Access Assist Step
19. Foam Infused Custom Composite Panel Construction for Enhanced R 

Value with No Exposed Organic Materials
20. Extreme USE Aluminum Exterior Skin
21. Color Select Premium Interior / Exterior Graphics Package
22. Locking Entry Door with Sliding Window and Window Screen
23. Hinged Locking Cargo Door with Strut Assist and Window
24. Matched Key Set
25. Two Cabin Sliding Windows with Screens
26. Clear PLY Interior Accent Panels
27. 25.5 cu. ft. of Under Bed Compartmentalized Storage
28. Dual Strut Assist Bed Lift
29. Gel Infused Memory Foam Queen Mattress (full-size with CertiPUR-US 

Certifi ed Foam)

30. Three Battery Powered Cabin LED Lights (with remote)

31. Cabin USB Rechargeable Battery Operated Fan

32. 72000mAh 266Wh 12v Power Bank (with DC output port, two USB-A ports, 
cigarette lighter port and built in intelligent battery management system)

33. Two Remote USB Access Ports
34. Articulating Upholstered Headboard with Sunbrella Color Matched Fabric 

including Anti Bacterial and Mold Resistant Foam
35. Interior Storage Cabinet with (32 point) Bungee Restraint System 
36. Piston Pump 5.3 Gallon Portable Toilet
37. Two 2.5 Gallon Fresh Water Stackable Bottles
38. Water Spray System with Interchangeable Shower/Spray Handles and 

Pump with Detachable USB Rechargeable Batteries
39. Trash Holder
40. Paper Towel Holder
41. Kovea Mini Butane Cook Stove
42. Coat Closet
43. Articulating Upholstered Cabin Seat with Sunbrella Color Matched Fabric 

including Anti Bacterial and Mold Resistant Foam
44. YETI Tundra 45 Cooler
45. Lockable Rear Exterior Flip-Up Canopy with Stay Strut and Two Battery 

Powered LED Work Lights (with remote)

46. Articulating Lockable Rear Galley Door with 30” wide Shelf
47. Rear Galley Cabinet with Upper and Lower Storage
48. Articulating Dual Counters (provides full across 62” width counter)

49. Removable cabin fl oor liner (for ease of cleaning)

50. One Year Manufacturers’ Warranty

Vehicle Options:
1. Trailer Brakes (increases GVWR to 3,500 lbs and Cargo Capacity to 1500 lbs  

-1,395 lbs including all standard features and carry on equipment listed here)

2. Custom Graphics Package (incudes either personalized rear quarter 
background images or full body wrap)

3. Custom Upholstery Material Selection
4. Rooftop Rhino-Rack Rails (allows for installation of crossbar storage systems)

5. Forward Exterior Rock Guard
6. Forward Exterior Cargo Rack
7. Overhead Awning
8. Mud Flaps

Note: All standard and optional features as described may be subject to change 
including vehicle details, description and equipment specifi cations.

by INFUSION DESIGN
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Dual vent windows
with screens

Forward cargo hatch

Full size queen mattress

Articulating Headboard

Under bed
interior storage

Under frame
full-size spare

Accessory receiver

Adjustable
height hitch

Quick release
coupler

Manual easy
point jack

All-terrain tires on
15” Mod Steel wheels

Entry assist step

Portable toilet
storage

Cooler storage

Flip-up 
seat

Storage cabinet with
multi point restraint system

General storage compartment

General storage / battery compartment

Water
storage

Closet

General storage
compartment

18.5”+ clearance

All steel
chassis

with
Torsion 

suspension

Torsion suspension under 
all steel chassis

Articulating 
headboard

Strut assist interior cargo door

experience the DIFFERENCE

Unmatched functionality!
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Dual rear
leveling 
scissor 

jacks with
handle

Adjustable
height hitch

with
Quick release

coupler

Accessory
receiver

Fold down counter

Entry assist step

Flip-out locking 
rear door

Flip-up rear 
locking canopy

General Storage General storage

Canopy locking stay

Dual accent lights

Work shelf

Compartmentalized 
galley cabinet 

Pull-out work surface

General storage

experience the DIFFERENCE

by INFUSION DESIGN

Endless opportunity!
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Custom designed 
quarter panel graphics 
(optional)Custom designed 

side panel graphics 
(optional)

Custom complete 
vehicle or panel wrap 

graphics (optional)

Custom designed 
rear panel logo 
graphics (optional)

experience the DIFFERENCE

by INFUSION DESIGN

Choose your scheme...

COSMIC ORANGE 

or make Yours Unique

BLUE BIANCA 

AQUA ECLIPSE

ATOMIC RED 

GREEN GALAXY

All optional packages include custom designed graphics by 
our expert staff  to refl ect your personality and tell YOUR story!

Creativity beyond compare!
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Cargo rack

Rhino-Rack roof rails
(for use with customer supplied 
cross bars and accessories)

Mud fl aps

Rock guard

Overhead awning

experience the DIFFERENCE

by INFUSION DESIGN

Options for the EXTREME!

Get there with Attitude!

And don’t forget to tell the world that you CAMP IN AWE! 

Caps (fitted) Logo shirts (s-m-l-xl) Graphic T (s-m-l-xl) Window decal (6”) Window decal (12”)


